CHINZ is the annual conference of the New Zealand Chapter of the Special Interest Group for Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI) of the ACM. In this paper we analyse the history of CHINZ through citations, authorship and online presence. CHINZ appears to compare well with the larger APCHI conference on citation-based measures. 42% of CHINZ papers were found as open access versions on the web.
INTRODUCTION
CHINZ is the annual conference of the New Zealand Chapter of the Special Interest Group for Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI) of the ACM. In this paper we characterise the history of CHINZ using metadata and citations from the ACM Digital Library (ACM DL), Google Scholar (GS), Scopus and the conference web sites.
We first briefly review regional HCI conferences and typical scientometric analysis. Section 3 describes data gathering and data cleaning before results are presented. We then discuss how CHINZ is represented and make suggestions for authors of CHINZ papers.
BACKGROUND
There are three Australasian conferences that cover the area of human-computer interaction:  CHINZ: organized by the New Zealand chapter of the ACM CHI SIG. CHINZ is intended as a broad HCI conference targeting primarily New Zealand researchers.
 OZCHI: established in 1991, the OZCHI series is organised by the special interest group of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society of Australia (HFESA), to provide an HCI-specific forum for HFESA members and other HCI researchers in Australia ("OZ") and the region.
 AUIC: Australasian User Interface Conference as part of the Australasian Computer Science Week co-located conference grouping.
In addition, the Asia-Pacific CHI (APCHI) conference was jointly held with CHINZ in New Zealand (in 2004) and jointly with the INTERACT conference in Australia (in 1997). The number of HCI conferences across (mainly) two countries seems large in comparison with other regional HCI conferences such as the biennial NordCHI. However, the relative geographical isolation of New Zealand and Australia does limit the opportunities for community interaction.
Apperley and Nichols [1] provide a brief historical outline of both academic and industrial HCI in New Zealand but there has been no detailed analysis of these regional conferences. Table 1 
Scientometric analysis
Scientometric analysis of the scholarly literature typically concentrates on citations although it also covers authorship and affiliation. For example, Bartneck and Hu [4] studied the main CHI conference noting that the awarded "best papers" were not cited more than other papers. Lister and Box [14] have manually analysed citations made from papers at AUIC but not citations of papers at the conference. In the last decade citation analysis has become more important as citations are an important input into university rankings. The popularity of the h-index [11] as a summary measure of research output has also focused researchers' attention on citations to their work.
There are currently three main sources of citation data: Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar [2, 12] . Although the first two have manual quality control processes the quality of author, affiliation and keyword metadata has often been reported as an obstacle to analysis of the scholarly literature [4, 13, 15] . These inconsistencies also occur in data from domain-specific sources such as the ACM DL that are ostensibly well-maintained; examples include author naming variations [17] , split author profiles, difficulties with accents and non-English languages [12] , affiliation variations, evolving terminology etc.
Neither Google Scholar nor the ACM DL have an application programming interface (API) for querying metadata; Bartneck and Hu [4] developed custom software for querying Google Scholar. Bartneck (2011) notes the difficulty of manual processing of citation data in performing an analysis of five years of a robotics conference using Google Scholar and the ACM DL. However, as CHINZ is a relatively small conference it is amenable to manual analysis. A manual approach allows for detailed analysis of individual metadata values as they are recorded and can potentially identify subtle errors in a way that large-scale automated harvesting may miss.
Jacsó [12] notes both the time-consuming process of using Google Scholar for citation analysis and the impact of data errors. However, other studies have shown the value of using GS as one of several sources for evaluating a research community [17] .
Bartneck and Hu [4] conclude that of three citation sources (GS, Scopus and WOS) "Clearly, GS offers the coverage we require to analyze the HCI community." Franceschet [9] also provide specific advice to "use Google Scholar when the user is interested in finding papers and corresponding citations of computer science scholars and journals".
METHOD
The archival location for the CHINZ proceedings is the ACM Digital Library whereas APCHI 2004 is in SpringerLink. However, neither of these locations provides an API to extract metadata in a systematic manner. The two main citations indices are Web of Science (WOS) and Scopus. WOS has smaller coverage then Scopus and does not normally cover conference proceedings published by the ACM. Scopus has larger coverage and does include the CHINZ conferences. The APCHI proceedings are indexed in WOS, but these citations were not analysed as computer science is not well-represented in WOS [2] and the APCHI conference is not representative of CHINZ as a whole.
Since the start of the CHINZ conference the use of citation indices in university rankings has led to an increased prominence of citation-based measures. Scopus has been the data source for the QS Rankings and is now also the source for the Times Higher rankings and so is included in our analysis. As the ACM DL is the main location for CHINZ proceedings then we also record the citations recorded within the ACM DL and the recorded downloads The title of each paper was entered as a query in Google Scholar and the citation count recorded. In addition the presence and location of an open access copy was also recorded; where multiple open copies were found locations in institutional repository and personal web sites were preferred. Open access copies were then classified on whether they were located in a curated location such as an institutional repository. A limitation of this technique is that it does not account for any use of the ACM Author-izer service [6] where an author can provide open access to the final version via a specific page on their web site.
The Scopus entry for each item was also identified for gathering the citation count and the Scopus index terms. As the Scopus citations are generally fewer than those in Google Scholar it was also feasible to create a Scopus NSC (Non Self-Citations) count which removes the effect of self-citations. Any overlap in authors between a paper and a citing paper was considered a self-citation. The data was processed in R 3.1.2: the source data and R code are in the supplementary material. 
Data Cleaning
Manual inspection of the data revealed several inconsistencies in metadata, particularly around author names. Several names were harmonised before further analysis; for example, "Elizabeth A. Kemp", "E.A. Kemp", "E. Kemp" and "Elizabeth Kemp" were all grouped together. Authors with multiple institutions listed were assigned to their first listed institution Bartneck & Hu (2009) report they observed six variations of the name for the Eindhoven University of Technology in their data from the ACM. We also observed some limited variations for institution names: Free University Berlin/Freie Universität Berlin and Unitec Institute of Technology/UNITEC. These variations derive from the papers' authors rather than from processing by ACM, Springer or Scopus. The ETRI research centre in South Korea is referred to as both the "Electronic and Telecommunications Research Institute" and the "Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute". Although many authors add variations to the names of their institutions this problem may be worse in non-English language countries. Variations in authors and affiliations were explicitly harmonised as the first step of automated processing and the results below derive from the cleaned version of the data. Table 2 
RESULTS

Citations
We use four citation measures: GS, ACM DL, Scopus and Scopus NSC. However, the demonstrations from CHINZ 2012 aren't indexed in Scopus and APCHI papers are not included in the ACM DL. Excluding keynotes there are 172 common items remaining across the four citation measures.
Google Scholar records the highest citation count to CHINZ items (1741), followed by Scopus (330), ACM DL (302) and Scopus NSC (253). Figure 1 shows the overall distribution of citations from Google Scholar for the full dataset of 271 items. The most cited paper with 66 citations is from APCHI 2004; it has 9 citations recorded in both Scopus and Scopus NSC. Table 3 and 4 show summary citation statistics for CHINZ alone and for APCHI. The results for APCHI include the doctoral consortium papers but are similar when they are excluded. Generally GS records have more citations than the ACM DL or Scopus. Approximately three-quarters of APCHI items have not been cited in Scopus by non-authors. Of all of the citations identified in Scopus 23% were identified as self-citations (an Table 2 The h-index has become a common method to characterise the citations received by the scholarly outputs of individual researchers: "a scientist has index h if h of his or her ... papers have at least h citations each" [11] . Both Scopus and Google Scholar automatically calculate an h-index across publications in researcher profiles. Table 5shows the h-indices of CHINZ from GS and Scopus. The higher values for GS are consistent with the wider coverage of GS. Although the single APCHI conference represents 29% of all items in the dataset it only has a marginal effect on the h-indices. Excluding self-citations in the Scopus data produces drops of approximately 10% in the h-indices; similar to those reported in a broader evaluation of computer scientists by Ferrara and Romero [8] . Figure  2 reflects the uncitedness in the Scopus database summarised in Tables 3 and 4 ; there is a concentration of over half the data points at zero Scopus citations.
Strong positive correlations can be found between all the various citation sources. Bartneck [3] found a 0.88 correlation between ACM DL and GS citations for the International Conference on Human Robot Interaction; we find a 0.80 correlation in the CHINZ dataset for these sources. There is a 0.95 correlation between the Scopus and the Scopus NSC citation data.
CHINZ conferences have not had a best paper award so we cannot replicate the Bartneck and Hu analysis [4] . However, for broad impact we can identify the most influential papers of each conference using citations as a proxy. Table 7 shows these papers and their ranks in the three main citation sources across each conference. In most cases the most influential paper is straightforward to determine; close decisions were resolved by preferring the Scopus NSC data. The papers represent a variety of topics in HCI including open source usability, visualisation, mobile technology, augmented reality and the web.
Topics
To investigate broader themes in CHINZ we also examined the keywords allocated to the papers. There are several sets of keywords for each paper: the author keywords in the PDF paper keywords in the ACM BibTex entries, Scopus Author keywords, Scopus indexed keywords, Scopus engineering controlled terms and Scopus engineering main heading. The APCHI papers do not have ACM BibTex entries. Of these sets we prefer the author keywords as more reliable indicators of topics (see Section 5.1).
There were 541 unique values for the 157 CHINZ papers with defined author keywords. The keywords are sparsely distributed; the eleven most frequently occurring keywords are allocated to 63 papers with a long tail of keywords allocated to only one paper. The most frequently used keyword was "augmented reality" (10 occurrences) which is partially due to several demonstrations at CHINZ 2012. Other frequently used terms were "design", "usability", "user interface", "computer vision" and "telehealth". 
Authors and Affiliations
There were 719 authoring instances from 474 unique authors across the full dataset. Table 6 shows the most frequent authors from the dataset. 
Conference Web Presence
There are (Table 1) .
Although some information is only available via the WayBack Machine the web pages that have been archived do appear to represent most, if not all, of the conference web sites themselves. This suggests that a detailed record of CHINZ conferences is recoverable.
DISCUSSION 5.1 Metadata Accuracy
In the background section above we noted that other studies have found considerable errors in the available metadata. We also found several issues in the quality of the available metadata.
Authors, Affiliations and Papers
The most frequent author at CHINZ, Elizabeth Kemp, has been split into two profiles at the ACM DL. One profile contains APCHI 2004 is only represented as a single conference item in the ACM DL and so only the three editors are linked to existing ACM profiles. The link for "Steve Jones" goes to a separate profile separated from his other publications. Errors in author metadata are often related to the frequency of a name in the population and this error highlights that authors with common names need to explicitly maintain the accuracy of online citation profiles until unique identifiers such as ORCID are ubiquitous [7] .
Several affiliations have been inaccurately recorded: "Calvin College" is simply "College" in the ACM DL. The University of Southern California has been stored as "University of Southern, California" though is linked to the correct institutional profile. In Scopus the affiliation of "University of Tampere" has been reduced to just "Tampere". Many of these errors do not affect the data processing in this paper and so would likely be missed by purely automated methods.
We also observed that Scopus has assigned some unusual values in their "Indexed Keywords" representation of papers. The paper "Bottle top maths: a primary school interactive multiplication maths resource" from CHINZ 2001 has been incorrectly assigned an "Engineering main heading" of "Bottles". The paper "Encouraging better hand drying hygiene" from CHINZ 2008 has likewise been assigned an "Engineering controlled terms" value of "Dewatering". However, the "Author keywords" appear to be identical to those provided by the authors in the PDF versions of the papers and also appear to be more useful.
Conference Representation
All of the Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for CHINZ 2007 were not working at the time of data gathering; returning "DOI not found" from the DOI resolver at dx.doi.org. This implies that ACM are not monitoring all the DOIs that they allocate.
From 2005 CHINZ has been part of the ACM International Conference Proceeding Series. As a consequence the search result displays (the item surrogates) in Scopus refer to an item in the "ACM International Conference Proceeding Series" (ICPS) rather than a CHINZ item. For example, CHINZ 2005 is "ACM International Conference Proceeding Series" (Volume 94)": although this volume number is not present in the ACM DL presentation of individual items, conferences or the conference series as a whole. However, CHINZ 2010 and CHINZ 2011 are treated as independent conferences and are not listed as part of ICPS. Taken together these issues indicate that the information transfer between the ACM and Scopus might not be as consistent as might be hoped.
Assessing CHINZ
The first three years of CHINZ conferences (2001-3) had limited accessibility to the global HCI audience until they were added to the ACM DL in 2012. Only one item from 2001 was available on the web in an open access manner. Most papers will accumulate most of their citations in the first decade following publication. Consequently it is likely that most of the 59 items in these three conferences missed a potential opportunity for wider impact beyond the limited attendees at the conferences.
Once CHINZ proceedings were regularly made accessible outside of the actual conference (i.e. after 2003) the papers themselves are on a roughly level playing field with other outputs. Web discovery, particularly via Google Scholar, is arguably more significant than attendees at an actual event. The open access accessibility of CHINZ papers (42%) compares well with research outputs in general [5] . In a large cross-disciplinary study the closest domain of "Engineering & Technology" averaged approximately 25% open access availability over a similar time period [10] .
The joint APCHI conference in 2004 provides a form of 'natural experiment' to evaluate CHINZ. The citation and self-citation rates show CHINZ as roughly comparable to the much larger APCHI conference. Wainer and Valle [19] report approximately half of the computer science papers sampled from the ACM DL from 2003 were uncited in the ACM DL: their conference subset was 44% uncited. The 48% uncited rate for a small regional conference such as CHINZ (Table 3 ) seems roughly consistent with their results: particularly with the limited audience for CHINZ 2001-3. On the "uncited" measure CHINZ compares favourably with the much larger APCHI conference.
Recommendations
The reputation of many conferences is partially based on their history. SIGCHI-NZ could improve the web-visible history of CHINZ by collecting/archiving all the conference websites at the main society website (http://sigchinz.acm.org/). Such an act of preservation would be a precaution against the conference websites disappearing from the live web.
Individual authors could likely enhance the impact and accessibility of their papers through greater use of open access in curated repositories. Authors at CHINZ could be encouraged to take advantage of the relatively liberal ACM copyright policy on the distribution of "accepted" versions: for both existing and future papers.
Authors should also be encouraged to actively check their profiles in external databases. The 'split profile' problem is common to several databases and requires manual maintenance to resolve. Corrections to the representation of CHINZ have been submitted to various databases as a part of the process of authoring this paper. The practice of using a consistent version of your name in publications can help to reduce the profile problem although there are several reasons why this can prove difficult in practice (Mckay, 2010) . Metadata problems are a common obstacle to scientometric analysis and we can only add our voices to others who have reported the same issue [3, 4, 12] .
CONCLUSION
The CHINZ conference appears to compare relatively well with APCHI. A natural extension for further work would be to do similar analyses for the OZCHI and AUIC conferences. The representation of CHINZ does not appear to be significantly different when viewed through any of the main citation databases.
Although this paper has focused on external metadata-driven analysis, it is important to remember that CHINZ, as with many conferences, performs a variety of training, community and intangible functions that are difficult to quantify.
